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Since the passage of the U. S. National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969, the number of requests for
bird population data to be used in environmental-
impact studies has increased annually at the Illinois
Natural History Survey. The problem of evaluating
the natural environment is both extremely important
and extremely complicated, and no one investigator
can know enough to make such an evaluation with
complete accuracy. Such evaluations often concern
large acreages of land, and the biological investigator
is, thus, confronted with an array of habitats that may
support thousands of species of organisms, most of
them specifically unknown to the investigator and
poorly known even to science except by name. Though
the Environmental Policy Act did not place strict time
limitations on the preparation of impact statements,
in practice the investigator is often asked for a re-
port within a time schedule that is wholly unrealistic
in view of the magnitude of the task.
Hopkins et al. (1973) discussed environmental-
impact statements and their potential contents in a
general way, but did not deal with the biological
aspects of the problem. A practical standard upon
which to base c\aIuations of biological communities
has been lacking. Although land can be considered in
terms of the economic value of its various uses,
natural communities are beyond the realm of human
economics, as there is no place where they can be
fabricated or purchased. For this reason ecological
values must take precedence over economic ones in
the evaluation of natural communities.
Even to attempt to standardize something so com-
plex as an evaluation of natural populations will strike
many biologists as ludicrous. Yet there are strong
arguments tor making the attempt. Presently, all too
often, neither the writer nor the reviewer of an en-
vironmental-impact statement is tully iiualified to make
a judgment on the \alue of a gi\en report or the
true impact of a gi\en action upon the en\ironment.
With a standard scale upon which impacts can be
measured tiuantitatixely, judgments can become more
objective regardless of who makes them. The prob-
lem of standardizing environmental evaluations seems
particularly difficult when it is remembered that the
method must be practicable for a large number of
different investigators with \aried backgrounds. It
must, therefore, be simplified as much as possible.
From such considerations wc developed our method
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on what we believe to be logical grounds. The method
can apply not only to impact studies that involve
the potential destruction or gross alteration of ter-
restrial habitats, but also to the acquisition of land
for nature preser%'es.
For practical reasons we ha\e restricted our con-
sideration to Illinois, and although the same principles
can be applied to other geographic areas, we have
provided basic evaluation data only for Illinois. W'e
did so because Illinois is the area we know best and
because certain types of background data — for ex-
ample, habitat inventories and census data — have
traditionally been organized and presented according
to state boundaries.
We have based our method of emironmental
evaluation on bird populations and their gross habi-
tats. Ideally, all elements of the environment —
floral, faunal, geologic, and otliers — should be con-
sidered in calculating environmental value. In prac-
tice, however, more components of the environment
are ignored than are considered in impact studies,
with the vast invertebrate populations being particu-
larly slighted. The omissions are understandable. Few
investigators are competent to identify all the plant
species they encounter in their field work, let alone
animals and many other constituents of the environ-
ment. The use of bird data in our method of evalu-.
ation is not intended to diminish the consideration
of other en\ ironmental components. The greater the
numlier of groups considered, the more valuable will
be the final statement and judgment. As a practical
matter, however, especially in view of the limitatiom
of time and the capabilities of any one investigator
it is reasonable to base the standard on one fauna,
group and its gross habitats. The fauna and associateti
habitats in this case serve as an index to general bio-
logical richness. As will be explained, other fauna''
or floral groups can be used as we have used hire,
populations.
There are arguments both for and against the usl
of biril data in this capacity. Bird populations h.ut
several characteristics that make them useful m .
consiileration of environmental qualitv'. Birds an
relatively conspicuous and easv' to detect. Thev an
virtuallv- omnipresent — occurring in nearly all ter
restrial and acjuatie habitats throughout the world
excepting water below 200 feet or even ^excep'
briefly) at shallower depths. Their populations iin.
measurable and better known than are those of mos'
other groups. In Illinois the number of breeding spe
cies occurring regularly each year (about ISO) is no
an overwhelming number with which to work. Birds
occupy all gross habitats, and their variety in a given
habitat reflects the complexity of the habitat. Birds
make contact with nearly all facets of the en\'ironment
in a number of ways, including the intake of a great
variety of food.
Perhaps the worst characteristic of birds for their
use as environmental indicators on a specified area
is their great mobility, which enables them to mi-
grate hundreds and even thousands of miles and
changes populations overnight at a given place both
quantitatively and qualitatively (Fig. 1 and Table 1).
Most Illinois bird populations are migratory. Few are
wholly nonmigratory, and even most of the species
that are seen year round in the state have migratory
populations. Thus, any student of bird populations is
coiuronied with the problem of migration and how
it is affecting the populations he is studying.
All bird populations are more or less dependent
upon the habitats they occupy, regardless of season,
but the populations that are most stable and most uni-
formly distributed from day to day and area to area
are the breeding populations. Because of this sta-
bility and the importance of the nesting habitat to
the survival of the population, we have, in our con-
sideration of environmental value, used only the nest-
ing species as faunal indicators.
In identifying and characterizing habitats we have
used Illinois references if available. Otherwise, we
Table 1.— Overnight variation in numbers of warblers
seen on an area in central Illinois near the Illinois River,
May 5 and 6, 1969.
Species
Plant nomenclature in this paper follows Jones
(1963), and the nomenclature for birds follows the
American Ornithologists' Union Check-list of North
American Birds (1957) and its supplements. We have
created names for the various factors used in calculat-
ing environmental quality, and these are capitalized in
the text and tables.
We are particularly indebted to Glen C. Sander-
son, Head of the Survey's Section of Wildlife Research,
for his comments and extensive editing of the first
complete draft of the manuscript and to our other
Survey colleagues, Robert A. Evers (Botany and Plant
Pathology Section), Charles M. Nixon (Wildlife Re-
search), and Lewis J. Stannard (Faunistic Surveys
and Insect Identification Section) for their suggestions
and comments on the manuscript. Robert M. Zewad-
ski. Survey Technical Editor, edited the final draft
of the paper.
DERIVATION OF THE EVALUATION METHOD
Regardless of which or how many faunal or floral
groups are considered in evaluating an area, investi-
gators are always dealing with habitats of various
types, and the fundamental \alue of the natural en-
vironment is the value of the habitat, usually defined
by its vegetation. In essence, our method of evalua-
tion is based upon: (1) the "cost" of each habitat,
.specifically its replacement cost as measured in time;
(2) the availability of each habitat, as indicated by
its total area in the state or a region of the state;
(3) the changing availability (if changing) of each
haljitat; (4) the amount of each habitat in the im-
pact area; and (5) the faunal and/or floral com-
plexity of each habitat.
We use these factors in calculating indices to
environmental value by converting the factors to
numerical values that reflect natural parameters of
Table 2.— Estimated replacement times for gross habitats in Illinois.
Gross Habitats
Years of Years of
Successional Replacement
Lead-in Time Time
Bottomland forest
Oak-gum-cypress
Elm-ash-cottonwood by age
5-29 years
(willow-cottonwood)
30-59 years
(willow-cottonwood-maple)
60-99 years
(hackberry-gum)
100+
(hackberry-gum, elm-oak-hickory,
and succession to climax)
Upland forest by age
10-29 years
(black cherry-elm-hawthorn,
elm-persinimon-sassafras)
30-59 years
(elni-oak-hickory)
60-99 years
(oak-hickory)
100+
(oak-hickory with possible
succession to maple-beech)
Maple-beech
Aspen
Pine forest by age
10-39 years
40+
Shrub areas
Residential habitat
Marsh, natural
Marsh, man-made
Prairie
Ungrazed and tallow fields
Pastures
Hayflelds
Small-grain fields
Row-crop fields
100-150
habitats. We then use the number vahies in simple
equations to determine two indices of environmental
value — the Habitat E\'aluation Index and the Faunal
(or Floral) Index. We will first define the five
factors and then the gross habitats to which they
apply. Finally, we will explain how our method of
evaluation is used and provide examples.
Replacement Cost of the Habitat
Replacement cost is defined as the time retjuired
to re-establish a particular biocommunity. Although
natural communities cannot be purchased, they can
perhaps be developed, given enough time. Even such
development, however, is problematical, as every
natural community is unique. The possibility of re-
producing, after its destruction, precisely the same
natural community in terms of mineral, floral, and
faunal composition seems remote even given large
amounts of time. On the other hand, the community
itself is not static, but changes day to day, season
to season, and year to year. Once a natural community
has been destroyed, about the best that can be hoped
for by way of replacement is that the forces which
formed it in the first place, with or without human
intrusion, will, in time, bring something similar into
being. Such replacement, however, is contingent upon
i an absolute and irrefutable requirement — that the
living components of the community have not been
removed to extinction.
There is a relationship between the age of a
:
given habitat and its value that concerns the time
' cost of developing the habitat once it is destroyed.
Thus, a plowed field has essentially zero replacement
time compared to a centuries-old forest. For the prac-
tical purposes of our evaluation, we can use as the
replacement cost a numerical factor equal to the age
of the habitat in years plus, in some cases, a succes-
sional lead-in period. We call this the Replacement
' Factor, and its range of values for the gross habitats in
I
Illinois are given in Table 2. The replacement times
given in that table refer to situations in which the soil
is left in place. On impact areas where the soil is
removed or substantially altered, a successional lead-in
time must be added to the rcgrowing period. A fur-
' ther explanation of the Replacement Factor and its
use is presented in the discussion of each habitat
!
type and in the section on The Method in Practice.
Habitat Availability
Habitat a\ailability refers simply to the amount
— the acreage — of a particular gross habitat in a
specified geographical area. After the replacement
:
cost of the habitat, we consider the next most im-
I
portant factor to be the availability of the habitat. We
j
at first considered the matter of availability of habi-
tats on a county-by-county basis, but the available
acreage data were not sufficiently refined for this
method. We were also concerned about the pos-
sibility that impact areas would often cross county
lines, thus complicating calculations of en\ironmental
\alue. We finally compromised by considering the
state in terms of three regional divisions (Fig. 2).
The regions, as drawn, are artificial, but have some
general biological significance. For example, cypress
forest occurs naturally only in the southern region,
and white pine only in the northern region. The
factor for availability, then, is based on the estimated
acreages of each gross habitat in each region of the
.state (Table 3).
In seeking acreages for the different habitats, we
Fig. 2. — The limits of the three Illinois region.^ (north,
central, and south) referred to in this paper.
Table 3. — Acreage estimates of gross habitats in three regions of Illinois as of 1973. Because of the rounding of fig-
ures to the nearest 100 acres, columns may show discrepancies in subtotals and totals.
Gross Habitats North Central South Slate
Land and water
IOur sources and methods of estimating the 1973
acreages are presented in the discussion of each type
of habitat.
Though we made extensive searclies of the Ilhnois
literature in an effort to account for all the land
acreage, when the task was completed we could not
account for 938,000 acres of Illinois (Table 3). The
accounted-for land ( 33,526,400 acres ) included about
404,000 acres of what we term non-habitats — the
hard (or gravel) surfaces of roads, railroads, and
airstrips. To some extent the unaccounted acreage
represents errors in our habitat estimates, but it also
includes rural cemeteries, rural factories, and some
parts of military reservations for which we had no
data. In calculating Availability Factors, we have
used only the accounted acreage, because unac-
counted acreages differed greatly between regions.
The Availability Factor was calculated simply by
dividing the acreage of each habitat (Table 3) into
the total accounted acreage in tlie region, and then
dividing the quotient by 10 to reduce numbers for
convenient calculation. The value of the Availability
Factor thus increases as the acreage decreases. The
calculation was made on a regional basis, except in
the case of the one gross habitat (gum-cypress forest)
which is restricted to one region of the state. In this
case, to emphasize the reduced availability of the
habitat on a statewide basis, we calculated its Avail-
ability Factor by dividing the habitat acreage into
the accounted acreage for the entire state. The num-
bers were rounded to the nearest whole number, ex-
cepting numbers lower than 1.6, which were rounded
to the nearest one-tenth. As better acreage data be-
come available, the factors can be refined for better
accuracy; in any case the Availability Factors will
have to be updated from time to time as habitat
acreages change.
Changing Availability of Habitats
Changing availability refers to the rate at which
the state or regional acreage of a given habitat is in-
creasing or decreasing. In considering the habitat
evaluation, it seemed important to take into account
not only the present availability of the habitat, but
its potential availability in the future. A habitat that
is declining in acreage should get extra consideration
in the environmental evaluation.
The changing availability was determined on the
basis of the estimated acreage of the habitat at t\vo
points in time (Table 4). We used the most recent
acreage data we could find and tried to find figures
that spanned the most recent decade. Where such
figures were not available, we tried to base the esti-
mate on logical grounds and our own observations.
For details, see the discu.ssions of each habitat.
The Changing Availability Factor is merely the
estimated percentage change in acreage of a given
habitat for a decade. The factor is used as a positive
value for declining habitats and a negative value for
increasing habitats. It is an additive or subtractive
modifier of the Availability Factor. In practice, if
the Changing Availability Factor is equal to or ex-
ceeds the Availability Factor of an increasing habitat.
Table 4. — Changing Availability Factors for gross habitats In Illinois, based on estimated acreages of the habitats in
the years listed.
Gross Habitat
8then the Final Availabihty Factor is not reduced
below 0.1, as the full subtraction would result in a
zero or a negative value and complicate further
calculations. This exception applies only to row-
crop habitat and residential habitat. The Final Avail-
ability Factor has been computed and is presented
for the user's convenience in Table 5. It is the
Availability Factor plus or minus the Changing Avail-
ability Factor. For example, an estimated 1,000 acres
of maple-beech habitat over 50 years old exist in the
northern region of Illinois (Table 3). This 1,000
acres divided into 8,.314,600 acres (total accounted
acreage in this region, see Table 3) gives a figure of
8,314.6, which, divided by 10, equals 831, the Avail-
ability Factor. Maple-beech acreage has been de-
clining, with an estimated loss of 49 percent in a
recent decade (Table 4); therefore, 49 is added to
831, giving a Final Availability Factor of 880 for
this habitat (Table 5). The Final Availability Factor
is used as a multiplier with the Replacement Cost
Factor.
Acreage Factor
The Acreage Factor is an index of the amount of
a given habitat in the impact area and, in use, is a
percentage— the number of acres of the habitat
divided by the number of acres in the impact area, the
(juoticnt expressed as a decimal, or 1.0 for a single-
habitat impact area. The Acreage Factor is used as a
multiplier in the computation of the Habitat Factor.
Table 5. — Final Availability Factors for habitats in
three regions of Illinois, based on estimated acreages of the
habitats in the state (Table 3). The Changing Availability
Factor (Table 4) has been incorporated in these figures.
Gross Habitat
9Table 6. — Faunal Index point values tor breeding birds of forest habitats" in three regions of Illinois. The list includes
only species that nest in the habitat, not those that only forage in the habitat. See text for explanation of value assign-
ments.
Species
North Central South
Special'' Special Special
Habitat
Specialty
Great blue heron
Green heron
Little blue heron
Cattle egret
Great egret
Snowy egret
Black-crowned night heron
Yellow-crowned night heron
Wood duck
Hooded merganser
Turkey vulture
Black vulture
Mississippi kite
Sharp-shinned hawk
Cooper's hawk
Red-tailed hawk
Red-shouldered hawk
Broad-winged hawk
Bald eagle
Osprey
Ruffed grouse
Turkey
Mourning dove
Yellow-billed cuckoo
Black-billed cuckoo
Barn owl
Screech owl
Great horned owl
Barred owl
Long-eared owl
Saw-whet owl
Chuck-will's widow
Whip-poor-will
Chimney swift
Ruby-throated hummingbird
Belted kingfisher
Yellow-shafted flicker
Pileated woodpecker
Red-bellied woodpecker
Red-headed woodpecker
Yellow-bellied sapsucker
Hairy woodpecker
Downy woodpecker
Great crested flycatcher
Eastern phoebe
Acadian flycatcher
Least flycatcher
Eastern wood pewee
Blue jay
Common crow
Fish crow
Black-capped chickadee
Carolina chickadee
Tufted titmouse
White-breasted nuthatch
Red-breasted nuthatch
Brown creeper
House wren
Carolina wren
20
40
20
40
10
20
20
10
20
10
10
10
10
10
20
100
10
10
10
80
80
200
200
200
X'
40
X'
80
40
X'
200
20
40
20
40
10
20
20
10
20
10
10
10
10
10
20
100
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
80
80
200
200
200
X-^
X'
80
40
20
40
100
80
X'^
200
X'
200
200
X'-
X'-
80
40
(Table 6 continued on page 10.)
Bottomland
Bottomland
Bottomland
Bottomland
Bottomland
Bottomland
Bottomland
Bottomland
Bottomland
Upland
Bottomland
Extensive tracts
Upland
Upland
Bottomland
Conifers
Bottomland
• Includes all types of forest
<• Species with values In the
been doubled.
' Indicates species in a very
above and beyond the numerical
(see Table 3) and forest edge as well as Interior,
special columns are found as ncstluK birds primarily in only om
special category with a state breeding population of less than
value In a class by themselves.
gross habitat. Their base values have
."lOfl birds, Thiy are to be considered
10
Table 6.— Continued
Species
11
logically distinct, others not, but all are probabK'
unique if only in the problems they face. Therefore, in
the conservation of species we must be concerned for
the welfare of all the populations that comprise the
species.
In any consideration of population survi\al we
must be particularly aware of endemism. In Illinois
the only possibly endemic bird population of which
we know is the Mississippi kite of the southwestern
part of the state, primarily near the Mississippi valley
from St. Louis south. The endemism in this case may
he more apparent than real. Presently the distribu-
tion records imply that this kite population is iso-
lated during the nesting season from the more sub-
Table 7. — Faunal Index point values for breeding birds of shrub habitats* in three regions of Illinois. The list in-
cludes only species that nest in the habitat, not those that only forage in the habitat. See text for explanation of the
value assignments.
12
Table 8. — Paunal Index point values for breerting birds of residential habitats, including new suburban and old resi-
dential habitats in urban and rural areas. The list includes only species that nest in the habitat, not those that only forage
in the habitat. See text for explanation of value assignments.
Species
13
number of species in that group should be compared
with the number of species (about 180) in the bird
fauna that we have used. The \alue placed on each
species can then be related to the values placed on
the bird fauna. If the new fauna ( flora ) has 360
species, for example, then the base \alue of each
species should be set at 5 instead of 10 as used for
bird species, and the \alues for specialization and
rarity would be comparably reduced. By this means
the standard upon which the evaluation is based is
kept the same regardless of what faunal or floral
groups are used.
If more than one faunal ( floral ) group is used
in the e\aluation, the impact area will be represented
by a series of Faunal ( Floral ) Indexes.
As an indication of the number of bird species
that might be found on a gi\'en acreage of a particu-
lar gross habitat in Illinois we refer the reader to
Fig. .3-7. These figures show what could be called
"species-area curves" for birds in different Illinois
habitats. In general, the number of species seen in
a gix'en habitat increases as the amount of habitat
censused increases. Our figures apply only to species
that nest in a particular habitat, not to species that
only forage in the habitat.
The curves were constructed from data collected
Table 9. — Faunal Index point values for breeding birds of marshes" In three regions of Illinois. The list includes only
species that nest in the habitat, not those that only forage in the habitat. See text for explanation of value assignments.
Species
14
Table 10. — Faunal Index point values for breeding birds of grasslands, Including dry prairie, ungrazed grass, tallow
fields, pastures, and hayfields. The list includes only species that nest in the habitat, not those that only forage in the
habitat. See text for explanation of value assignments.
Species
15
tion to use in the present case we were go\erned logical problems. We felt obligated to keep the clas-
to some extent by certain concerns outside the bio- sification as simple as possible in the interest of the
Table 12.— Faunal Index point values for breeding birds of special habitats not included in the gross habitat classifi-
cations in three regions of Illinois. The list includes only species that nest in each habitat, not those that only forage in
the habitat. See text for explanation of value assignments.
North Central South
species
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wide variety of investigators who might use the sys-
tem. Another consideration was the matter of ac-
(juiring acreage data for the habitats. The habitat
divisions could not be more refined than the avail-
able acreage data, as acreage data are vital to the
system. Even our gross classification required some
tenuous estimates in this regard. We also had to
be able to interpret the habitat classification in terms
of bird populations and account for all or nearly all
of the species.
In general, we have used available published clas-
sifications of habitats that provided acreage data. In
some cases we have made our own modifications for
reasons that are explained. Our definitions of the
gross habitats and the sources of data we used are
given in the following accounts. In considering the
Horal aspect of habitats, we are forced to deal with
exotic and adventitious species, as some gross habitats
( row crops, hayfields, pine plantations ) are composed
almost entirely of introduced plants. These habitats
are often inferior as substrates for bird populations,
probably because they lack floral variety and perhaps
to some degree because of their exotic character.
Forest Habitats
The classification of gross forest habitats ( Table 3
)
is that of Essex & Gansner ( 1965) because this refer-
ence was the source of most of the acreage data for
these habitats.
The oak-gum-cypress forest includes the wettest
lowland woods (swamps) and occurs only in the
southern part of the state. By Essex & Gansner's
definition, 50 percent or more of the trees in this
type are gum (Nyssa aquatica), cypress (Taxodium
disticlniin), and or oaks, the most characteristic be-
ing pin oak (Quercus pahistris), ba.sket oak {Q.
micl}auxii), overcup oak (Q. Ujrata), Shuniard's oak
{Q. shuinardii). and cherrybark oak {Q. falcata
pcigodaefolia )
.
The other bottomland forest type occurs in all
regions of the state. It is characterized by Essex &
Gansner as consisting of 50 percent or more elm
(Ulmus americmui), ash (Fraxinu.s spp. ), or cotton-
wood {Popuhi.s deltoides), and it is found particu-
larly on the floodplains of ri\ers and streams. With
the dying of elms from Dutch elm disease, elms
ha\e become less important in this association. Other
representati\e tree species of this forest type in \arious
parts of the state are siKer maple (Acer sacchariniint ),
swamp white oak (Q. bicolor), bur oak (^). nuicw-
carpa). pecan (Canja iUinocnsi.s), bitternut hickory
(C. cordifonnis), hackbi-rry (Ccltis occidentalis), red
maple (A. rubrutn), river birch {Betida niiira), and
sycamore (Platcnms occidentalis). This association is
present even on relatixely small hill streams if they
have definite floodplains.
The oak-hickory forest type is described as wood-
land in which 50 percent or more of the trees are
upland oaks — white (Q. alba), black (Q. velutina),
red (Q. rubra), Spanish (Q. falcata), chestnut (Q.
muhlenbergii), blackjack (Q. marilandica ) , and post
(Q. stellata) — and hickories, such as pignut (C.
filabra), shagbark (C. ovata), and mockemut (C.
tomentosa ) . Sugar maple (A. saccharum), black wal-
nut {Juglanfi nigra), and black locust {Rohirua
pseudoacacia) are also characteristic tree species of
this forest type. We have also included in this acreage
category oak-pine forests in which the forest is pri-
marily deciduous, as the fauna in such areas is es-
sentially the deciduous forest fauna.
As a practical matter the two large forest types —
elm-ash-cottonwood and upland oak-hickory, which
together comprise more than 95 percent of all Ilbnois
forest habitat — can usually be identified on the basis
of topography even before their vegetation is studied.
Left undisturbed, plants will invade bare ground,
and o\er a period of years the kinds of plants will
gradually change in a predictable sequence known
as succession. Finally a stage is reached where con-
spicuous change is no longer evident, and this stage
of more or less stable vegetation is called climax.
Sometimes continuing disturbance or particular soil
or topographic conditions exist that pre\ent the suc-
cession from proceeding to the ultimate climax as-
sociation for the region and climate. Then one of the
successional stages will appear to be stable in a local
area.
Clements & Shelford (1939) described fi\e dif-
ferent woodland successions, and Shelford ( 1954
)
gives a table showing the time required for the de-
\elopment of the \arious associations, such as those
occurring in bottomland forest in the southern part of
Illinois. From these data we can predict the dominant
species of bottomland forest on a time schedule.
Bottomland woods less than 30 years of age will be
largeh- willow ( Salix sp. ) or cottonwood or a mixture
of these species. Those woodlands 30-65 years old
will be cottonwood with younger siher maple, ash,
and hackberry coming in as the shade-intolerant wil-
low dies out. The 60- to lOO-ycar-old bottomland
forest will be predominantly hackbern-ash-silver
maple with some elm and oak saplings, .\fter 200
\ears, one begins to find an elm-oak-hickory associa-
tion. This t\pe is followed h\ regional or site climaxes
for Illinois. maple-bass\\ood (Acer saccharum-Tiha
amcrictma). oak-hickor\' [Qucrcxts sp.-Cfln/a sp. ). or
maple-beech ( Acrr sacchanim-Foiius grandifoUa). Be-
cause of the slow grow th rale of beech, forests with
large beech trees are known to be among Illinois"
oldest woodlands.
The succession for upland woods proceeds from
shrubs, after 25-40 years following the abandonment
of cropland, to a tree growth of shade-intolerant
species, i.e., tree species whose early development is
inhibited by shade, such as elms, black cherry ^ Prtiiws
.tcrotina), hawthorns (Crataegus sp. ) (Beckwith
19
1954), persimmon (Diospijros vii<iiniana), and sassa-
fras {Sassafras albidum) (Bazzaz 1968). AfttT 60-
100 years an oak-hickory woodland develops, and
after 150-200 years in suitable situations a maple-beech
climax may arise. In sand areas around Lake Michi-
gan an initial growth of cottonwood may be followed
by pines (Pitius hanksiana and P. strohus), which are
followed by oak or oak-hickory (Steyermark 1940).
Aspen (Popuhts ^randidentata and P. tremuhides)
woodland occurs as forest edge or develops as a
result of disturbance (removal of the canopy) and
is relatively short-lived, being replaced as a canopy
of other species develops.
Various local disturbances often lead to a number
of different-aged associations within a small area.
Hence, each woodland is distinctive in its constitution
but can be fitted into the gross habitat classification.
With the exception of relatively few acres of
naturally occurring pines, which are often a small
part of a deciduous forest, most of the pine stands
in Illinois are managed plantations, often of intro-
duced species. There are only three or four native
.species — white pine (Pimis strobus), jack pine (P.
hanksiana), shortleaf pine (P. echinata), and possibly
red pine (P. resinosa) in very restricted numbers.
Fine plantations have consistently poor faunas. Most
of the stands are relatively young (under 40 years)
and if left undisturbed, will eventually be replaced
by native deciduous trees.
The availability data (acreage) of forest habitats
were based initially on Essex & Gansner (1965). In
using the 1962 acreages of Essex & Gansner, including
their stand-age data, we considered the noncommercial
forest acreage (110,000 acres) to have the same
habitat and age classification as the commercial forest
acreage (3,761,400 acres) that they account for.
Though this assumption is not strictly true, it was the
only logical basis on which to account for the non-
commercial forest.
From the 1962 base we estimated the 1973 acreages
from data in the i96'.9 Census of Agriculture (U. S.
Department of Commerce 1972), which indicated that
woodland on farms — most of the Illinois forest —
declined at the rate of 2.6 percent per year in the
southern counties, 2.7 percent in the central counties,
and 4.2 percent in the north between 1964 and 1969.
As the increasing human population of the world
depicted U. S. grain reserves, the prices of farm
products began to rise, and farmers began sacrificing
forest, especially flatland forest, to increase cropland.
The rate of change may have been greater after 1969
than before, but with no objective basis for refining
the estimate, we used the 1969 data to estimate the
1973 acreages (Table 3). Our field observations indi-
cated that most of the loss of forest acreage in the
1960's and 1970's involved flatland, mainly bottomland,
and our acreage calculations reflect this fact.
As even the 1962 acreages given for the less abun-
dant forest t\pes — aspen and maple-beech —
were likely to be inaccurate ( see Essex & Gansner
1965 on acreage reliability for smaller areas), it
sei'med futile to attempt to update these acreages
to 1973, and we used the 1962 figures. Essex &
Gansner (1965) accounted for only 500 acres of pine
in northern and central Illinois, perhaps reflecting
a special definition they gave that forest type. As
we included Christmas tree and other plantations, we
could account for much more acreage from our own
field work, and we have used our own estimates of
pine acreage for those regions (Table 3).
The tamarack (Larix laricina) stands of the north-
eastern Illinois bogs can be considered as forest
habitat, but as bogs are such unique relicts in Illi-
nois, the presence of a bog in an impact area is
an overriding consideration beyond our evaluation
method.
Shrub Habitats
All Illinois shrub habitat is succcssional — it will
eventually be succeeded by woodland — with the
possible exception of small thickets of woody prairie
plants. Shrub habitat occurs as a result of the aban-
donment of cropland ("old fields") or the clear-
cutting of forest or as edge (fencerows, ditches,
hedges, or forest edge). Hawthorns (Crafae^'u.s spp. ),
dogwoods {Cornus spp.), sumacs (Rhus .spp.), plums
(Primus spp.), briers (Ruhtis spp.), filbert (Corylus
americana), and elderberry (Samhucus canadensis)
are typical species found in shrub habitat, as well
as young red cedars (Juniperus vir<;,iniana), .sassafras,
persimmon, winged elm ( Vlmus alata), and willows in
certain situations. A distinguishing characteristic of
shrub habitat, as opposed to young forest, is the
irregular spacing of plants often in considerable areas
of grass. Both types ultimately result in forest, of
course, but for a period of up to 30 years the open
shrub-grass areas support certain faunal elements not
found in any other habitat.
Notable among the birds in this habitat are the
prairie warbler and Bachman's sparrow. We have in-
cluded orchards and hedgerows in this gross habitat
type because their faunal associations are similar to
tiiat of shrub habitat. Young willow clumps in open
grassland or inarsh areas are also included for the
same reason. Where shrubs are interspersed with
areas of grass and other herbaceous \egetation, we
include as part of the shrub habitat the grass matrix
to the outer circumference of the shrub-grown area.
The replacement time for shrub habitat is 3-25
years (Odum 1953; Bazzaz 1968), and the length
of time an area remains in shrub growth is relatively
short, unless disturbance is continuing, as in dunes
or some pastureland.
The only estimate of shrub acreage in the state
is ours for 1957-1958 (Graber & (iraber 1963). Our
estimate of about 5(K),()()0 acres of shrub areas in Ilii-
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nois was based on the amount of shrub land we
encountered in the cross-country censuses of 1957-
1958 compared with the amount of row-crop acreage
we encountered. The U.S. Forest Service ( 1968 ) pro-
vided acreage data for "brush and open land" ( 17,000
acres) on its land holdings (206,000 acres) in the
Shawnee National Forest. If a similar proportion (
8
percent) of potential shrub area to forest occurs out-
side the forest holdings, there would be about 240,000
acres of shrub habitat in the state, most of it ( 154,()()()
acres) in the southern region. The 240,000-acre figure
for the state should be considered a maximum esti-
mate, as the amount of shrub acreage outside forest
holdings is probably less than that within. Nonethe-
less, the estimate, rough as it is, seems reasonable
in relation to our 1957-1958 estimates, as we are
certain that shrub acreage has declined drastically in
recent decades. We have seen the destruction of this
habitat in the course of our field work throughout the
state. We have used this estimate because no other
information on the matter exists, and for the purposes
of our evaluation method even rough acreage estimates
are usable.
The acreage of orchards included in this gross habi-
tat is from the 1969 Census of Agriculture (U.S. De-
partment of Commerce 1972), and the edge shrub
( road and railroad rights-of-way and similar areas
)
acreage is from observations made during our cross-
country censuses.
Residential Habitats
Residential habitat includes all land occupied pri-
marily by buildings and dwelling places of humans
and their lixestock and the associated vegetation. It
includes inner city and suburban as well as farm
residences. It offers vegetative cover varying from
open grass lawns in new suburbs to modified open
woodland in older areas to business districts with
relatively little vegetation. The fauna is relatively
poor, considering the amount and diversity of woody
habitat, and is characterized particularly by three
exotic pest species — rock dove, starling, and house
sparrow — and three nati\e species — common
nighthawk, chimney swift, and purple martin. This
habitat may not often be in\ol\ed in impact areas,
but we ha\e included it for the sake of completeness,
as it comprises a large and growing acreage.
lU^placement time for the habitat is estimated on
the basis of the age of the as.sociated vegetation, which
can usually be determined from local inquiry. If age
is based on tree size, it should be remembered that
growth rates are faster for trees in the open than
for trees in a forest (see The Method in Practice).
Our sources for acreage of residential habitat
(Table 3) were the U.S. Bureau of the Census Area
Measurement Reports ( U.S. Department of Com-
merce 1960) and the 1969 Census of A<iriculture
(U.S. Department of C^ommerec 1972). Since no area
data were given for towns with populations under
1,000, we extrapolated, using area data for to\Mis
with populations of 1,000-1,100 and a ratio of popula-
tion to area. Rural residential habitat was estimated
from the number of farmsteads, from acreage given
in the 1969 Censtts of Agriculture, from farmstead
acreage given by Fisher ( 1969 ) for Edwards County,
and from our own observations.
IVIarsh Habitats
Marsh is the open ( unforested ) area occupied by
vegetation in water from about 3 feet in depth to
waterlogged soil (sedge meadows), as described by
Splett.staszer & Manke (1955). The bulk of marsh
vegetation is made up (var\ing with the site) of
bulrushes {Scirpus spp. ), spike rushes {Eleocharii
spp. ), sedges (Carex spp. and Cijperus spp.), bur
reeds (Sparganium spp.), cattails (Typha spp.), and
certain grasses, such as manna grass {Glyceric spp.),
common reed grass {Phragmites communis), cord
grass {Spartina pectiruita), rice grass {Leersia
oryzoides), and wild rice (Zizania aquatica).
Succession proceeds from deeper water, as de-
posits of alluvial material and humus build, to shal-
lower water to saturated soils to soils above the water
table (moist meadows), and ultimately to the drier
soils that support mesophytic prairie. Characteristic
plants of the deeper water marsh are cattails ( Typha
angustifolia). bulrushes, coontail (Ceratophyllum
spp.), and lotus {Xclumbo lutea). Cattails {T.
latifolia ) also occcur in the medium and shallower
\\ater marshes, along with bulrushes, sedges, and bur
reeds. Characteristic of wet meadows are a number
of species of sedges, water hemlock ( Cicuta macu-
lata), swamp goldenrod (Solidago uliginosa), and
species of Polygonum. The drier successional associa-
tions of marsh are not sharply delineated from those
of the prairie. The open water around marshes can,
to a certain extent, be considered as part of the
habitat. In measuring marshes, open water acreage
up to the equi\alent of the acreage of marsh vegeta-
tion can be included as marsh. This is the only habitat
in which open water is included.
From a practical standpoint, in calculating replace-
ment time for marshes two categories can be recog-
nized — natural marshes and man-made marshes. A
man-made marsh can be dated historicalR- from the
construction of the site. Natural marshes, such as
occur most notabl\- in northeastern Illinois, have a
\er\- long e\ olution reaching back to the last glaciation.
Though the indi\idual plants of marshland require
much less growth time to maturity than do trees,
we have gi\en natural marshes a comparably high re-
placement \alue because of the long developmental
historw manifested to some extent in the underwater
soil development (Griffiths 1932; Voatch 1933). Man
cannot readiK' duplicate the very special conditions
( edaphic. climatic, geographic ) that gave rise to the
pmarshes and allowed them to be perpetuated for
thousands of years; hence, such marshes may be
considered irreplaceable. Man-made marshes, such as
those that occur around ponds and lakes, dc\elop
fairly rapidly floristically, but usually support only
a few of the characteristic marsh birds. Marsh does
not readily develop to any extent around the larger
reservoirs because of the extreme fluctuations in water
levels of these bodies of water (Penfound 1953).
Our source of acreage data for marsh was Splettstas-
zer & Manke (1955). We found no data from which
to update their acreage figures to 1973, but their
inventory omitted numerous small marshes; so even
though marsh acreage is declining (Shaw & Fredine
1956), the 1955 data may still be fairly accurate.
In any case they are, along with those of Shaw &
Fredine ( 1956), the only inventory of marshes for the
state. Acreage figures in these two publications are
very similar and may represent the same inventory.
Grassland Habitats
Gross habitats in this category include prairie,
ungrazed (fallow fields) and grazed grassland (pas-
tures), and hayfields. Under ungrazed grassland, we
have also included much (excepting shrub areas) of
the acreage of road and railroad rights-of-way (598,900
acres).
Prairie, one of the climax vegetations in Illinois,
now occupies a very small portion of the state, some
of it in preserves, such as Goose Lake Prairie ( Grundy
County) and the Henry Allan Gleason Preserve
( Mason County).
The bulk of prairie vegetation is grasses although
in numbers of species the grasses are often equalled
or exceeded by the composites. The grass species in
Illinois prairies constitute less than 20 percent of
the species in the habitat, but may account for up
to 98 percent of the foliage area (Evers 1955). The
grass associations are accompanied by a variety of
other plant species, of which 63 are listed by Jones
(1963) as occurring on prairie soil. Sampson (1921)
recognized two major prairie successions in Illinois,
for both of which the characteristic end point is big
bluestem {Andropogon furcattis). In dry situations
the successional precursor to big bluestem is little
bluestem (A. scoparius), and in very dry situations
the succession may stop with this precursor. In moist
situations the successional precur.sor to big bluestem
is switch grass (Panicum virgatum) , which may some-
times be the hydrarch succession end point.
Other typical prairie indicators among the grasses
are Indian grass (Sorgha.'itrum mitam), side-oats
grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), and porcupine grass
{Stipa spartea) and such forbs as pascjue flower
{Anemone ludoviciana), smooth silkweed (Asclepia.s
sullivantii), aster (Aster ericoide.t), wild indigo (B«/;-
tisia leucantha), pale coneflower (Echinacea pallida).
rattlesnake master (Enjngiuni ijuccijolium). blazing
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star (Liutris spicata), oliedii'nt plant { Fliysostegia
virginiana), and compass plant (Silpliium lacinatuni)
(Evers 1955; Fell & Fell 1957; Jones 1963).
Depending upon the amount of soil destruction,
the replacement de\elopment of prairie may take
from 10 to 30 years or longer (Table 2) through natu-
ral succession (Thomson 1940; Booth 1941; Weaver
1961 ). In practice, if the age of the stand cannot be
determined, the higher replacement time should be
used, as subtle but important physical and chemical
development may occur in the older prairie just as
they occur in other habitats with increasing age
(Kershaw 1973).
Our data on the availability of prairie come from
the Illinois literature (Evers 1955; Schramm 1970;
Illinois Department of Conservation & Illinois Nature
Preserves Commission 1972; Sanderson et al. 1973)
and our own field data. Our acreage figure for prairie
(Table 3) is probably low, as there may be numerous
small areas of prairie unrecorded in the literature and
unknown to us.
The prairie fauna ( Table 10 ) now sur\i\es mainly
in managed or fallow habitats that bear some re-
semblance to prairie in the growth form of their
vegetation but are not characterized bv a particular
flora.
In the broad category of ungrazed and fallow
habitats we include fallow agricultural fields, cm-
bracing old fields before shrub de\elopment; aban-
doned fields of all types with herbaceous \egetation;
the successional stages to prairie; and ungrazed grass
areas, much of which is along roadways and railroad
rights-of-way with some on airfields. This assemblage
has no distinctixe flora, but the old-field succession
follows a definite pattern characterized by annual
weeds the first 1-2 years and progressi\e increases
in grasses thereafter. Species of three-awned grass
(Aristida) and broom-sedge (Andropogon virginica)
may be present 10 years or longer. In many areas
of this gross habitat the dominant stable \egetation
is blue grass (Poa pratcnsis). an indicator of sus-
tained disturbance. Blue grass is also present on
many roadways, as are species of fescue grass
(Festuca) and brome grass (Bromus).
This gross habitat supports elements of the prairie
grassland fauna and is one of the reservoirs, along
with pastures and hayfields, for what is left of the
prairie fauna in Illinois. The fauna may \'ary with
litter depth (Tester & Marshall 1961 ), and litter depth,
in turn, with the age of the stand and amount ot
disturbance.
Our sources of acreage data for this gross habit;it
wt're the 1969 Census of Agrictdtitre ( U. S. Depart-
ment of C'ommerce 1972), Illinois Division of High-
ways' Uiglmay Mileage ( Illinois Department of Trans-
portiition 1970). Rund McXallij Handy Railroad Atlas
of the I'nited States (1971). and our own measure-
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ments of rights-of-way for various fiighways, roads,
and railroads. We measured airfield turf from aerial
photographs in the Illinois Airport Directory ( Illinois
l)epartment of Transportation 1973).
The pasture gross habitat is defined on the basis
of land use and differs from ungrazed and fallow
habitat only in the presence or recent presence of
grazing livestock. The acreage excludes all woodland
pasture, which is considered to be forest. Shrub areas
in pasture are considered shrub habitat. The pasture
habitat category is an open field habitat of grass-
land. The vegetation is commonly blue grass in the
north and central regions and fescue ( Festuca
(irundinacea) in the south, but also includes numerous
other grasses and forbs. Hog pastures are among the
poorest bird habitats and degenerate progressively as
they are used. Most pastureland is cow pasture, which
supports a varied ( and different ) fauna, depending
upon the amount of grazing pressure.
Our source of acreage data for this gross habitat
was the 1969 U. S. Census of Agricidtitre (U. S. De-
partment of Commerce 1972), and the Availability
Factor is based on both rangeland and cropland used
as pasture.
Hayfields are managed habitats characterized by
vegetation containing large amounts of herbaceous
legumes, often mixed with grasses, cultivated and
cropped in the warm season for li\estock forage in
the cold season. This is an important habitat for the
prairie fauna, but the flora is primarily cultivated
I'xotics.
Replacement time for this habitat is relatively
short, and though there is some development beyond
the first year, notably in stand and duff de\elopment.
in most cases du(f development is likely to be poor
because the fields are raked and the \egetation is
removed periodically. Hayfields are often rotated with
other crops after 3 years, which is about the time
rc(iuired for maximum development of the habitat.
Our acreage data for this gross habitat are from
the 2969 Census of A<:,riculture ( U. S. Department of
Commerce 1972), and Illinois A<:,ricultural Statistics
(Illinois Cooperative Crop Reporting Service 1974).
Small-Grain Fields
Small-grain fields are a monoculture habitat com-
prising fields of oats, wheat, barley, or rye. In aspect
it resembles grassland and supports a few elements
of the prairie fauna in \er\' low population densities.
Of the four crops, oat fields ha\e the best faunal
di\'ersity, especially where fields ha\-e been hea\il\
invaded by weeds to provide some Horal di\ersit\-.
These grains are annual crops, and replacement time
does not exceed 1 year.
Our acreage data for this gross habitat are from
Illinois A<j;ricultural Statisiics (Illinois Cooperative
Crop Reporting Service 1974).
Row-Crop Fields
The row-crop habitat category includes primarily
the monocultures of com and soybeans and also the
acreages of cotton and vegetable crops of all kinds.
This is the poorest of Illinois habitats, and the as-
sociated fauna has more to do with the bare ground
around the plants than with the flora. These are
annual crops, and replacement time does not exceed
1 year.
Our source of acreage data for this gross habitat
was Illinois Agricultural Statistics ( Illinois Cooperative
Crop Reporting Service 1974).
THE METHOD IN PRACTICE
Although we have provided certain basic data
essential to the calculation of environmental indices,
each investigator must provide the field data that
apply to his impact area. \o two areas are likely to
be exactly the same; however, two areas may have
similar values, and by calculating the Habitat Evalu-
ation Index and the Faunal Index, any area can be
compared with any other area in Illinois with regard
to ecological value. The indices are calculated from
field data for the specific impact area and from
factors given in this paper.
Nothing is more important at the start than a
clear and precise understanding of the limits of the
impact area. We recommend that the investigator
work on and from aerial photographs of the area,
usuallv' available at the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service (ASCS) office in the county seat(s) of the
county or counties that include the impact area. The
photographs usually may not be taken out of the
.\SCS offices, but copies can be ordered at cost
through the ASCS office. Filling the order may take
up to 2 months; so if the investigator is short of
time, he may work from tracings of the office copy of
the photograph.
We recommend that the investigator use a photo-
graph with a scale of 1 inch to 330 feet, or similar
detail, especially for impact areas under 2.000 acres.
The next common size scale ( 1 inch to 660 feet ^ is
also adequate. The aerial photo, or tracing, should
be taken into the field. If a tracing is used, the
investig;itor should trace the boundaries of all habi-
tats within the impact area. Bear in mind that the
photographs are likeh to be at least slightly out of
date. From his field work, the investigator must verify
the habitats and their boundaries and correct any
iicreage changes that have occurred since the photo-
graphs were taken.
.\lso helpful are the topographic (quadrangle)
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maps showing forest cover, available at cost, from
the Illinois State Geological Survey, Urbana, Illinois.
These maps vary greatly in preparation date, and
many are too old to be of much help except for
topographic features and historical data on habitat-
and land-use patterns. For the greatest detail, use
the 7%-minute quadrangles with forest cover (scale:
1:24,000) if available. The 15-minute quadrangles
(scale: 1:62,500) are also useful. Again, bear in
mind that the habitat boundaries on the maps are
likely to have changed since the maps were prepared;
so the investigator must verify boundaries. The com-
bination of the most recent ASCS photograph with
recent quadrangle maps makes an excellent working
tool for almost any kind of field investigation. For
.some areas other good reference maps arc available.
The U. S. Anny Corps of Engineers, for example,
has photographs and maps of many of the major
streams in the state. Also, some cities, colleges, and
universities have excellent map libraries that may
prove helpful to the investigator.
From the aerial photographs, maps, and, most im-
portant of all, actual measurements in the field, the
next step is to determine the acreage of every gross
habitat within the impact area. It is essential that
all of the habitats be observed by the investigator
in the field so that the habitat classification and
acreage data may be accurate. Some of the acreages
can be taken directly from the ASCS photographs.
The ASCS staff generally will have recorded acreages
of cropland. The acreages of the natural habitats
can also be worked out from the aerial photographs,
once they are identified and properly verified in the
field and the appropriate changes have been made on
the photograph or tracing. Especially where there
is considerable variation in topographic relief, acreages
should be checked in the field. For the purposes of
the evaluation, simple pacing measurements are suffi-
ciently accurate, providing the investigator is experi-
enced in making such measurements.
Acreages of habitats in the impact area can be
determined either directly on the photograph ( Fig. 8
)
or on an overlay of onionskin paper by fitting the
habitat areas as closely as possible into geometric
figures (squares, rectangles, triangles, and cL-cles)
( Fig. 9 ) and calculating the areas of the figures,
using standard equations. The areas may also be
outlined on onionskin paper, then cut out and weighed
on a sensitive balance. The weight of the paper
representing the unknown area is then compared to
the weight of a piece that represents a known acreage.
Acreages can also be estimated by using transparent
o\erlay grids of known acreage, fitting the grids o\er
the habitat areas on the photograph, and recording
the acreages as the grid is moved across the photo-
graph. This method may be .somewhat less accurate,
but it is faster than other methods and may be more
practicable for very large impact areas. The acreages
of a linear habitat, even a crooked one, can be
c.ilculated from its length on the photograph and a
figure for average width based on measurements in
tlie field at three or more places along the length of
the habitat.
While in the field checking the identities and
acreages of the different habitats in the impact area,
the investigator can also be determining the ages of
the different habitats. Cropland, for the most part,
can be considered to have an age of 1 year regardless
of its stage of development or harvest, and so the
investigator should concentrate his efforts on the
natural habitats. Local inquiry can be helpful here,
as many farmers, for example, know the histories of
tracts of land in their neighborhoods. Perhaps the
most difficult habitat to age, because of its long life,
is forest. If the history of the tract is not known, the
age can be estimated at least roughly on the basis of
tree size (Table 13). We are fully aware of the large
\ariability in growth rates of trees on different sites
(Carmean 1971). Nonetheless, there is correlation
between age and tree size, regardless of site, and for
the purposes of our evaluation method this procedure
is adetjuate. Generally, there is no other reliable
source of data on ages of forest tracts. We do not
recommend core drilling, as it damages trees, and ring
counts are little better than diameter measurements
for the purpose of ageing trees (Clock 1941 and 1955;
Studhalter 1955). Drilling is also time-consuming.
The growth rates in Table 13 are based on average
sites, where site data were provided, and on areas
in Illinois or as close to Illinois as we could find.
To determine the age of a stand of trees, if the
history is unknown, the investigator should measure
a sample of dominant (larger) trees in each tract of
notably different age or composition. The sampling
method is not critical. We suggest measuring about
one tree per acre or fewer in large tracts (50 acres
or more). Run a transect through the tract on its
longest axis or on the diagonal in a s(juarish tract.
Measure oaks, preferably, because they are almost
always present and better growth data are available
for oaks than for other species (Table 13). Otherwise,
use any of the other species listed in Table 13. In
walking the transect, which need not be a straight
line, measure the largest tree seen every 50-100
feet or so. This technique is not intended to be an
exhaustive search for the largest trees. All that is
necessary is that some of the larger trees encountered
be measured. Measure the diametiT of the trunk
about 4 4.5 feet abo\e ground (DBH). If available,
use calipers or diameter tapes to make the measure-
ments. An ordinary measuring tape can be used,
but care must he taken, especially with big trees, to
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pjg 8 _ Aerial pliotoRraph showing a portion of the pxperimontal impact area used to test the method presented in
this paper. Tlie srale of the photo is 330 feet per inch, or 2 square inches equals 10 acres. Note that pines (El are distin-
Kuishable from deciduous hardwoods (W). Bare field (R). ponds (BK residential area (A), and shrub habitat (SI are easily
identilied. rnRrazed grass (G), hayOeld (H). and pasture (P) are dillicult to distinguish in aerial photos and must be
identilied by examination in the Held.
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Fig. 9. — Example of onionskin overlay for aerial photoKraph (Fig. Si, showing irr<Kiilarl.v shaped areas divi(le<l int.
geometric figures for acreage measurements (based on the scale of the photo) of different habitats
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Table 13.— Growth rates of representative tree species. This table is to be used to determine approximate ages of trees
and replacement times for forests.
Species
Annual
Growth
Rate'
Comment on Use of Growth Rate
Reference and
Locality of
Reference Data
Ash, green and white
I 27
Species
Oak, pin
Q. palustris
Oak, post
Q. stellata
Oak, red
Q. rubra
Willow, black
Salix nigra
Table 13.— Continued
Annual
Growth
Rate"
Comment on Use of Growth Rate
Oaks
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Table 14. — Example showing the tabulation of data tor the calculation of the Habitat Factors and Habitat Evaluation
Index on a sample impact area in southern Illinois. The Habitat Availability Factors used were for the southern region
(Tables).
29
Regional
Average
Habitat Factor
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indicative of breeding. The most common source
of error stems from the fact that birds often forage
in habitats other than the nesting habitat. Even a
very experienced investigator should cover the impact
area at least twice for the bird surveys.
A problem that arises in evaluating a fauna with a
number system is that the number of species to be
found in a given habitat is finite, so that as the
habitat area increases beyond a certain size, increased
coverage does not result in the finding of an in-
creased number of species. To circumvent this prob-
lem, it is necessary to divide large impact areas into
faunal units, each of which, for the purpose of the
faunal evaluation, is treated as a separate impact area.
This problem does not arise in the case of the Habitat
Evaluation Index, only in calculating the Faunal
Indices. We suggest that each 500 acres of a given
habitat be treated as a separate unit in the faunal
evaluation. Thus, after the investigator has developed
sufficient familiarity with the impact area and knows
the tracts and acreages of each gross habitat, he
must divide those habitat areas that exceed 500 acres
into geographic faunal units of about 500 acres each
and then collect and segregate the bird data within
each unit. The drawing of the unit lines is not critical.
If the total acreage of, say, bottomland forest on
the impact area were 520 acres, there would be little
point in spHtting the extra 20 acres off as a separate
unit. If, on the other hand, the bottomland forest
area were 600 acres or more, then the faunal data
for the area in excess of 500 acres should be con-
sidered separately.
The calculation of the Faunal Index differs in
yet another major way from that of the Habitat
Evaluation Index, as the Faunal Index does not take
into account row-crop and small-grain acreage. This
difference occurs because the Faunal Index has a
different function than the HEI. While the HEI refers
to the overall habitat composition of the impact area,
the Faunal Index refers to the qualitij of the habitats
in the impact area. Row-crop and small-grain habitats
are essentially uitlwtit quality as natural habitats, and
they support no faunal specialties (species nesting in
only one gross habitat) (Table 11); therefore, it is
pointless to include these habitats in the calculation of
the Faunal Index.
After all the faunal data ha\e been collected on
ail habitats in the impact area (excluding row-crop
and small-grain acreage), the point exaluations can
be made (Table 16). List the breeding species found
for each gross habitat, bearing in mind that for a
gross habitat including more than 500 acres the data
should be segregated b>- 500-acre units. After you
have completed the bird list(s) for a gi\en habitat.
turn to the appropriate table for that habitat (e.g..
Table 6 for forest, Table 7 for shrub habitat) and put
the point value for each species after the species
name. Note that in Tables 6-11 wo h i\e recorded
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the special (doubled base) value for the habitat spe-
cialties (e.g., red-shouldered hawk — a bottomland
forest specialty). The special value is applied to a
species even when, as occasionally happens, it is found
nesting in a habitat other than its primary, special
one. Such occasional occurrences do not change the
fact that the species is still primarily dependent for
survival upon one habitat.
After all the assigned values have been recorded
for the breeding species of the habitat under con-
sideration, they are next summed. From this sum
two faunal indices are derived. The first is the
Average Species Index, calculated simply by divid-
ing the number of species into the sum of points.
The second is the Faunal Index for the habitat,
calculated by dividing the sum of the species values
by the common logarithm of the number of acres of
a particular habitat on the impact area (Table 16).
Note that in cases of small-acreage habitats, particu-
larly under 20 acres, the Faunal Index becomes dis-
torted, increasing out of proportion as the acreage
declines. Therefore, in practice, we never use a
divider lower than the log of 20 acres (1.30103) no
matter how low the acreage goes.
To see the meaning of the Total Species Points
and the Average Species Index, turn to Fig. 10-15.
These figures, each for a different major habitat type,
present a graph line showing the relationship between
species variety and species abundance (plus habitat
specialization) and the size of the area surveyed
through the simple numerical code we have derived.
The point evaluation system of the faunal indices is
based on the elementary observation that in a census
of any habitat the most common species are likely
to be encountered first, the rarer species later. Thus,
in a point system such as ours, based in part on
population levels, the average point value per species
will increase as the number of species or the acreage
censused, or both, increase. The richer the habitat
is in both common and rare species, the higher will
be the Average Species Index value. Also, as the
ratio of rare to common species increases and as the
ratio of habitat specialties to non-specials increases, so
will the Average Species Index increase. Counter-
balancing the increasing point value of the species as
more acreage is censused is the decline in number
of additional species found. For a given acreage of
habitat both the Total Species Points and Average
Species Index reflect the quality of the habitat. A
tract that supports only a few of the most common
and presumably most tolerant species is, biologically,
less valuable than a tract that supports a large
I
variety of both common and rare .species.
!
Fig. 10-15 were derived from our statewide cen-
1 suses. Not only was this the only set of Illinois data
1 from which to judge different Illinois habitats in re-
I
lationship to their bird populations, it was data rea-
I sonably well suited as a basis upon which to make
comparisons, because the censuses represent a cross
section of Illinois bird populations and their habitats.
Because the habitats were censused as they were en-
countered on a series of straight-line transects and
not selected in advance for richness or any other
quality, the bird-habitat data are probably reasonably
representative of Illinois habitats in general. The
greatest shortcomings of the censuses are that they
represent only 2 vears and only about 1 acre in
5,000 of Illinois land. The data are, however, much
more complete than those available for most states.
In interpreting the indices, it is best to consider
each major habitat separately although a single index
for the impact area can be calculated, as will be
explained. The main reason for considering the habi-
tats separately relates to the varying situations that
may be encountered on any sizeable tract of land.
Not all habitats in an area will be equally rich
faunistically — just because the forest habitat on an
area is rich does not mean that the grassland habitats
on the area will be rich also. In determining the fate
of a tract of habitats, we are most concerned about
the fate of the richest areas, because they and not
the average habitats in the impact area determine
its value. It is the responsibility of the impact in-
vestigator to find and evaluate those areas of habitats
on the impact area that are particularly deserving
of special consideration.
In considering the different habitats on an impact
area, the investigator should be aware of a truism
about Illinois habitats that affects the interpretation
of the data. In Illinois, grassland and marshland
habitats become biologically richer as one goes north,
whereas forest habitats increase in richness as one
goes south. The contrast is most radical at the geo-
graphic extremes in both cases.
Considering each habitat separately and with the
appropriate habitat graph in hand ( e.g.. Fig. 10 for bot-
tomland forest), first follow the line that represents the
number of nesting species in your sample of habitat
from the top scale down to the habitat-fauna curve
line. At the coordinate of the species-number line and
the habitat-fauna curve line, lay a straightedge hori-
zontally across the page parallel to the top scale and
read the Expected Total Species Points on the left
scale and the Expected Average Species Index on
the right scale. If the index values on the graph
are higher than the values obtained for the habitat
in the impact area, then the habitat is not exceptional
or perhaps is even poor in ([uality (depending upon
the difference in the two readings). If tlie values
for the habitat in the impact area are well above the
expected values on the graph, then the habitat can
be considered superior in faunal (juality and must be
given extra consideration in the final plans for the
impact area. Note that all grassland habitats (grazed,
ungrazed and fallow, prairie, and hayfields) are evalu-
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Fig. 10. — Relationship of numbers ot species and their assigned index values (based on population levels and habitat
specialization) to aorcaKe censused in bottomland forest habitat in Illinois. The graph line is used to interpret calculated
Faunal Indices in evaluating impact areas. See text for explanation. .
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Fig. 11. — Relationship of numbers of species and their assigned index values (based on population levels and habitat
specialization) to acreage censused in upland forest habitat in Illinois. The graph line is used to interpret calculated
Faunal Indices in evaluating impact areas. See text for explanation.
ated on Fig. 15; all bottomland forest, including gum-
cypress, is evaluated on Fig. 10; and all other forest,
including pine, is evaluated on Fig. 11. Note also that,
though it is easy to read the graphs, care must be
taken to read them precisely. Slight discrepancies
in the readings are, however, not a significant source
of error in the final calculation of the indexes.
The values of the Expected Total Species Points
and Expected A\erage Species Index (Table 16) will
not always indicate the same e\aluation and should
not necessarily do so, ;is they are measurements of
different characteristics. The Total Species Point \alue
may be high either because the habitat has many
species or because it has a high proportion of uncom-
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mon species and, or habitat specialties. The latter
is, of course, indicated by a high Average Species
Index.
The Faunal Index is perhaps the best single indi-
cator of habitat quality. It takes into account the
acreage of the habitat and the Total Species Points
without direct reference to the number of species.
The Faunal Index is interpreted from the same graph
as is the Average Species Index, but in the case of
the Faunal Index, the interpretation is made from
the acreage scale at the bottom of the graph rather
than the number-of-species scale. Turn to the ap-
propriate graph for the habitat under consideration
( e.g.. Fig. 10 for bottomland forest ) . From the bottom
axis (number of acres) follow the indicator line that
most closely represents the acreage of your sample
of habitat (here sou may have to extrapolate between
acreage points, but a good approximation is ade-
quate) upward until it intersects the habitat-fauna
cur\e. At the coordinate of the acreage-indicator line
and the habitat-fauna curve, follow the abscissa line
to the left-hand scale and read another value for
Total Species Points. This is the Expected Total
Species Points for that acreage. Into that value di-
\ide the common logarithm of the acreage of your
habitat sample, as was done to calculate the Faunal
Index for your habitat sample. This division gives
the Expected Faunal Index. If the Faunal Index of
your impact area is well above the Expected Index,
it indicates that tlmt habitat on your area is of superior
fjuality.
If a single index figure is desired for the entire
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Fig. 13. — Relation-
ship of numbers of spe-
cies and their assigned
index values (based on
population levels and hab-
itat specialization) to
acreage censused in resi-
dential habitat in Illinois.
The graph line is used
to interpret calculated
Faunal Indices in evalu-
ating impact areas. See
text for explanation.
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Fig. 14. — Relationship of numbers o( species and their assigned index values (based on population levels and habitat
specialization) to acreage censused in marsh habitat in Illinois. The graph line is used to interpret calculated Faunal In-
dices in evaluating impact areas. See text for explanation.
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impact area (note the cautionary comments above),
the investigator can sum the indixidual habitat indices.
Tabulated Faunal Index values (Table 16) above
the habitat-fauna graph line can be counted as posi-
tive ( + ) points, and Faunal Index \'alues that fall
below the graph line as negative (
— ) points. The
sum of indices for all tested habitats in the impact
area is then an index for the entire area, and a
positive final value indicates liigh average (jualitv of
habitats in the impact area.
It should be obvious that the indices, if based
on thorough, accurate field work, are indicative only
of the present condition of the habitats, not of their
future potential. To some extent the Habitat Evalu-
ation Index takes future potential, or at least future
NUMBER OF SPECIES
availability, into account, and in the final evaluation
the Faunal Indices for an impact area should be
considered in combination with the HEI for the area.
In setting up our method of evaluation we have
tried to test the method in different ways, but it is
not possil)le to foresee all of the possibilities and
problems that investigators will encounter. It is en-
tirely possible that some modifications, particularly of
the Faunal Indices, will evolve as the method is used.
For this purpose the authors will try to be available
for consultation at least in the early historical stages of
the method's use.
Investigators will undoubtedly be concerned about
the time requirements of the procedure. As an indi-
cation of the time refjuired for the field work, we
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Fig. 15. — Relationship of
numbers of species and their
assigned index values (based
on population levels and habi-
tat specialization) to acreage
censused in grassland (prai-
rie, ungrazed and fallow fields,
pastures, and hayfields) habi-
tats in Illinois. The graph
line is used to interpret calcu-
lated Faunal Indices in evalu-
ating impact areas. See text
for explanation.
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can refer to our investigation of the test impact
area (Table 14). The area of about 644 acres was
as coniphcated in its habitat structure and diversity
as any Hkely to be encountered in the state, with
numerous small patches of different habitats. It in-
cluded about 200 acres familiar to us but which we
had never measured or evaluated on any (}uantitative
basis. We did have an aerial photograph of the area
(scale: 1 inch to 330 feet) and we used the photo-
graph as recommended in our procedure. The two
of us, working as a team, made all of the field measure-
ments of habitats of different ages and acreages, as
outlined in the procedure for the Habitat Evaluation
Index, in 2 days. Determining the corrected acreages
on the photograph and analyzing the data required
2 additional days in the office for the calculation of
the HEI for the area.
We did know the birds of the impact area from
previous years of observation; so our estimate of
the time requirement for the collection of the bird
data is based on observations at other, unfamiliar
areas. We have estimated that collecting the quali-
tative bird data will take about twice as long as
gathering the field data for the HEI, depending upon
the types of habitats present. This estimate was made
for an area similar in complexity to our test area. In
an area with as much as 50 percent forest cover, the
in\estigator should allow 1-2 days per 100 acres for
the collection of the faunal data. The time require-
ment increases as the percentage of complex habitats,
versus simple open field habitats, increases.
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